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Emerging Technologies: Sensors
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Very compact

Low cost

Easy to use

Realtime data



Key Points for Air Quality Measurement Strategies
Using Sensors
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1. Not a replacement for regulatory grade, high quality monitors

2. Must be selected to fit a purpose

3. Requires human, institutional and equipment systems

4. Quality assurance is critical

5. Partnerships and engagement with government, academia and the 
public are important



PM Sensors on the Market
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Dylos Speck Met One

Shinyei Airbeam Purple Air

Disclaimer: Material presented is for informational purposes only. EPA does not recommend nor endorse any particular sensor product or data management platform.



Gas Sensors on the Market
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Sensaris Air Casting Cairclip

Aeroqual Air Quality Egg Air Visual Node

Disclaimer: Material presented is for informational purposes only. EPA does not recommend nor endorse any particular sensor product or data management platform.



VOC Sensors on the Market
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UniTech Atmotube

ToxiRae

Disclaimer: Material presented is for informational purposes only. EPA does not recommend nor endorse any particular sensor product or data management platform.



Multipollutant and “others”
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Elm AQ Mesh

Disclaimer: Material presented is for informational purposes only. EPA does not recommend nor endorse any particular sensor product or data management platform.

Vaisala



Sensor Applications

London –1952 New York City  – 1966

• Lower cost sensors � greater access to air pollution data at more 
local scales

• Potential new applications for air monitoring:

o Personalized health information � Inform individuals about 
their personal exposures to air pollutants, particularly 
susceptible populations

o Empower communities to gather information about exposures

o Raise awareness and educate individuals and communities 
about air pollution issues

o Supplement national, state and local monitoring networks

o Monitoring during acute events, such as wildfires
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Possible Sensor Tiers
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Tier Application Area Pollutants
Precision  
and Bias  

Error

Data  
Completeness* Rationale (Tier I-IV)

I
Education and  

Information
All <50% ≥ 50%

Measurement error is not as important as  
simply demonstrating that the pollutant exists in  
some wide range of concentration.

II
Hotspot  

Identification and  
Characterization

All <30% ≥ 75%

Higher data quality is needed here to ensure  
that not only does the pollutant of interest exist  
in the local atmosphere, but also at a  
concentration that is close to its true value.

III
Supplemental  

Monitoring

Criteria  
pollutants,Air  
Toxics (incl.

VOCs)

<20% ≥ 80%

Supplemental monitoring might have value in
potentially providing additional air quality data  
to complement existing monitors. To be useful  
in providing such complementary data, it must  
be of sufficient quality to ensure that the  
additional information is helping to “fill in”  
monitoring gaps rather than making the  
situation less understood.

IV
Personal  
Exposure All <30% ≥ 80%

Many factors can influence personal exposures  
to air pollutants. Precision and bias errors  
suggested here are representative of those  
reported in the scientific literature under a  
variety of circumstances. Error rates higher  
than these make it difficult to understand how,  
when, and why personal exposures have
occurred.



Sensor Performance – Current State

10Collocation of sensors with reference grade equipment in ambient, stationary environments



Direct Collocation with FEMs
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Sensor Performance – Current State
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• Initial testing of individual sensors shows 

promise

• Long-term (i.e., more than 12 month) 

performance generally poorly characterized 

• Some sensors show progressive drift with time

• Research involving collocation of sensors with 

reference grade equipment near sources is 

needed 

• especially for localized pollutants



Quality Assurance Elements
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• Data quality objectives (e.g., data completeness)

• Standard operating procedures (SOPs) for 

instrumentation and analytical laboratory processes

• Appropriately trained personnel

• Data management

• Data reporting

• A good source is EPA’s Air Monitoring Technology 

Information Center (AMTIC): 

https://www3.epa.gov/ttnamti1/qalist.html



Quality Assurance Parameters to Consider
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Data management and analysis:
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1 Year

52 Weeks

365 Days

8,760 Hours

525,600 Minutes

31,536,000 Seconds

Not low cost!



Data Interpretation
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• More real-time air quality data is increasingly available

• But, context is needed – in general, the science on air pollution and health 
doesn’t tell us what a few minutes of exposure to an elevated level of 
pollution means for an individual

• There is a need to ensure air quality information is communicated with a 
scientifically-grounded approach 

• Creation of unique air quality communication platforms, visualizations, 
interpretations, use of the AQI or AQI colors in different ways, and alerts 
have the potential to confuse the public



EPA’s Sensor Scale
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• On May 6th, 2016 EPA launched a new “sensor scale”

– EPA developed the scale to help the public understand 1-minute data from 

Village Green stations 

– EPA is working to finalize messaging for O3 and PM2.5 and plans to develop 

messaging for additional pollutants (CO, NO2, and SO2)

– Messages and cutpoints were supported by robust statistical analysis relating 

short term measurements to longer term standards

• Pilot appears on existing Village Green data webpage 

– http://bit.ly/VillageGreenPilot



Community-led Sensor Evaluation
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• Project goals: Help citizen scientists and community groups learn how to use 
sensors and effectively evaluate their reliability and performance via 
collocation with reference instruments.

• Project partners: Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, Clean Air Carolina (CAC) 

• Tools from this project are available on Air Sensor Toolbox page

• Excel Macro to compare data, Training Guide on Sensor Collocation



Instruction guide for conducting a successful collocation evaluation of air sensors 

with regulatory grade instruments, provided as a PowerPoint presentation for easy 

reading and ample visual tools.

Topics covered:

• Background

• Low-cost sensors vs reference instruments

• Introduction to collocation

• Planning collocation

• Making measurements

• Data recovery and review

• Data comparison

� Introduction of Macro Analysis Tool (MAT)

• Using sensors effectively

EPA-Developed Tools and Guidance

Project partners provided feedback on instruction Guide and MAT, 

which was used by EPA to improve and finalize these products.



EPA-Developed Tools and Guidance

Easy-to-use spreadsheet 

based macro analysis tool for 

performing data comparisons 

and interpreting the results.  

Tool tackles one of the 

biggest hurdles in citizen-led 

air monitoring projects –

working with the data.

Example Outputs:



Air Sensors International Conference
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• September 12-14, 2018 Oakland Convention Center

• EPA is co-hosting with UC Davis, CARB, NIEHS, SCAQMD

• Three days of concurrent sessions, exhibitor displays, sensor demonstrations,  
keynotes, round-table discussions, and a pre-conference training day

• https://sehall4.wixsite.com/asic/program

To help protect your privacy, PowerPoint has blocked automatic download of this picture.



Sensor Performance Targets Workshop
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• EPA is exploring the establishment of non-regulatory performance targets for air 
quality sensors:

• performance relative to specific targets

• use applications 

• assist technology developers and improve end-user confidence in the market

• inform third party organizations interested in developing consensus-based standards or 
certification requirements for air sensor technologies

• June 25-26, 2018 in RTP, NC

• Invited technical experts will work with EPA to document and summarize 
performance targets

• https://www.epa.gov/air-research/workshop-webinar-deliberating-
performance-targets-air-quality-sensors



Air Sensor Toolbox for Citizen Scientists

• Air Sensor Toolbox web page launched in June 2014 provides citizen 

scientists and others resources on air sensors. 

• Air Sensor Guidebook is one of the most popular resources in the Toolbox. 

• https://www.epa.gov/air-sensor-toolbox
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Scan and Screen Technology Clearinghouse 
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• Scan and Screen Network of EPA/tribal/state scientists and engineers will:

• Scan for agencies’ needs and new technology 

• Screen readily available data from manufacturers and early adopters for new technology

• Share information across EPA, tribes and states  

• Main focus is on air and water equipment for government use

• Clearinghouse to share information, including Network members’ experiences 
from testing  

• Does not substitute for approval as an EPA standard/reference method

• Check it out – get access to the clearinghouse by contacting 
tunis.catherine@epa.gov and once approved, you’re a Network member!



Scan and Screen Network
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Thank you!

https://www.epa.gov/air-sensor-toolbox


